ALPINE IBEX

FASCINATION „HUNTING IN AUSTRIA“

Hunting traditions are kept very high in Austria.
Austria an alpine country, is known for hunting in its
mountain wild species such as Ibex, Chamois, Red
Deer, Marmot but also Grouse, Birch and Roe Deer.
The hunting area in the Kalkalpen, Lower Austria Styrian
Kalkaplen are at an altitude of 600 - 1900 m.ü.M.
The hunting estate is owned by the family and is also
managed by itself.
Welcome to Austria!

mail@capra-adventures.com

www.capra-adventures.com

ALPINE IBEX
AUSTRIA

from €

1490.00

OFFER

HUNTING IN AUSTRIA - ALPINE IBEX
(2nd Novembre – 15th Decembre)

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:

Airport: Vienna, then car rental to the Hotel

NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:

(Prices subject to changes)

- 3 Hunting days/4 nights semi pension
- Issuing of the personal hunting permission/licence
- Organisation of the hunt
- Admission into the hunting territory
- Transfers in the hunting grounds
- Guided hunting 1:1
- Use of hunting facilities
- Preparation of trophy on hunting site
PRICE: 				
€ 1‘490
				
Shot and not found game is classed as hunted.
As soon as the animal/animals are culled, the
hunt is classed as over.

HUNTING ITINERARY:
Day 1: Departure and arrival at hunting area.
Day 2-3: HUNTING Day 3-4: Departure:

- Travel from home to hunting area and
back home again
- Hotel accomodation before and after the hunt
- Food (Lunch and Dinner)
- Rifel rent/ammunition (€ 50.–/day)
- Tips
- Personal spendings
- Preparation and shipping of trophies
- Interpreters, if needed
- booking fee € 195.00
Subject to alteration of prices, the final price will be
set on January 1st of every year.
If you sign up for the hunt, a reservation fee of
€ 500.00.– is due. We aslo charge you with €
7‘000, downpayment for the trophy. It will be allocated to your hunt.
Terms & conditions of capra ADVENTURES
apply.

This schedule is a suggestion. Of course we can
adapt this according to the wishes of the customer.
You have to be flexible with regards to the weather,
which could lead to changes in the itinerary on very
short notice.
mail@capra-adventures.com

www.capra-adventures.com

TROPHY-FEES:
The trophy size is scored by CIC!
150 CIC 		
€ 7‘700 (BONZE)
157 CIC 		
€ 10‘010 (SILVER)
165 CIC 		
€ 12‘540 (GOLD)
170 CIC 		
€ 13‘690
175 CIC 		
€ 14‘840
180 CIC 		
€ 16‘330
185 CIC 		
€ 17‘830
190 CIC 		
€ 19‘440
additonal point
€
355
The trophy has to be payed in cash
-W
 ounded and not found game counts as shot
and killed!
excl. VAT 20%

